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This paper presents an investigation into the failure behaviours of low-cohesive (c < 10 kPa) or non-cohesive (c 0)

soils around the enlarged bases of deep uplift piles. An axisymmetric elasto-plastic finite-element method is used for

analysing displacements and plastic strains in the soil–pile system induced by uplifting. Numerical results are

examined in detail to reveal the relationships of the accumulated equivalent plastic strain contours in soils and the

uplift displacements of piles with the diameters of enlarged bases. The investigation finds that for the pile to reach

ultimate uplift failure, the pile has to experience a large upward displacement. A serviceability failure limit of pile

upward displacement equal to 10% of pile shaft diameter is adopted for determining pile uplift resistance capacity.

At serviceability failure limit, examination of the accumulated equivalent plastic strain contours in the soils leads to

the establishment of two logarithmic spiral functions for the estimation of the plastic zone envelope and the slip

surface around the enlarged base. The plastic zone envelopes and slip surfaces are axisymmetrical, peach-shaped,

closed and curved surfaces, completely beneath the ground surface. The models and functions have been used to

formulate analytical solutions for estimating uplift resistance capacity for deep piles with enlarged bases.

Notation
a and b the constant parameters

c soil cohesion

d diameter of the pile shaft

D diameter of the spherical base

K0 the coefficient of earth pressure at rest

L the buried pile length between the ground

surface and the centre of the spherical base

n D/d

N the total computational incremental step for

equivalent plastic strain

Nc dimensionless factor of uplift resistance capacity

with respect to cohesion

Nq dimensionless factor of uplift resistance capacity

with respect to surcharge

Nª dimensionless factor of uplift resistance capacity

with respect to self-weight

[M] a constant matrix

Qbu base uplift resistance capacity at the

serviceability failure limit

r the polar coordinate variable in the radius

r0 a dimensionless original radius

r0 the initial radius of logarithmic spiral slip

surface

rp0 initial radius of the plastic zone envelope

rpi the distance from the top of the plastic zone (at

Ł ¼ �) to the spiral centre O

rpr the distance from on the rightmost point of the

plastic zone (at Ł ¼ 908 + j) to the spiral centre

z p the depth to the vertex of the plastic zone

envelope

�1, �2 and �3 the fitting parameters

� the frictional angle between pile and soil

�̂� pl the accumulated equivalent plastic strain over

the total computational incremental step N, ˜�̂� pl
j

the jth equivalent plastic strain increment
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� the internal frictional angle of soil

ª9s the soil effective unit weight above the plastic

zone

ª 0s the soil unit weight within the plastic zone

Ł the polar coordinate variable in the hoop angle

�D reduction factor to the coefficient of lateral

pressure acting on pile shaft

1. Introduction
Piles have been widely used to support uplift loads for many

structures, which can be classified as

(a) tension cables such as guyed mast and suspension bridges

(b) high towers for transmission lines and tall chimneys

(c) marine floating platforms for oil drill platforms and offshore

airports

(d ) mooring systems for ocean surface

(e) shallowly embedded structures in high groundwater table

regions for underground railway and civil defence structures.

The structures are commonly subjected to wind forces, floating

forces, wave forces, suspension forces, or combinations of these,

that can generate considerable uplift loads to the structure

foundations.

Piles with enlarged bases can resist high uplift loads and are cost-

effective in soils. According to the ratio of the pile embedment

depth L to the enlarged base diameter D, piles with enlarged bases

can be further divided into shallowly and deeply embedded piles.

It is generally accepted that a critical value of L/D is around 6,

based on the results of numerical modelling of circular plate uplift

anchors (Ilamparuthi and Dickin, 2000) and those of centrifugal

tests on uplift piles with enlarged bases (Dickin and Leung, 1990).

For the present paper, piles are defined as shallowly embedded

when L/D , 6, and deeply embedded when L/D > 6. In cases of

deeply embedded piles, the soil failure zone around the pile is

unable to reach the ground at the serviceability failure limit.

In the past 50 years, a number of researchers and engineers have

investigated the behaviour of uniform cross-section piles subject

to uplift loads. For example, theoretical investigations have been

reported by Ireland (1957), Chattopadhyay and Pise (1986) and

Ronold (1990, 1998). Some scaled model tests or field experi-

ments were reported by Ireland (1957), Ismael and Al-Sanad

(1986), Lutenegger and Miller (1994), Levacher and Sieffert

(1984), Al-Mhaidib and Edil (1998), Lutenegger and Adams

(1999), Alawneh et al. (1999) and Mathews et al. (2000).

Literature review of the present studies indicates that there are

limited investigations into piles with enlarged bases subject to

uplift load in the available publications. Several researchers and

engineers investigated shallowly embedded piles with enlarged

bases. Dickin and Leung (1990, 1992) and Guruno et al. (1998)

examined the performance of model piles with enlarged bases

shallowly embedded in sand to resist pullout forces using

centrifuge facility. Ilamparuthi and Dickin (2001a, 2001b) studied

the behaviours of model belled piles subject to uplift load in

different sands using a static state test. Kulhawy (1985) examined

the spread anchors, helical anchors and grouted anchors that are

similar to piles with enlarged bases. In particular, Kulhawy

(1985) and Dickin and Leung (1990) studied the shear slip failure

surfaces and the corresponding design methods and formulations

for the spread anchors subject to uplift loads in sand. The failure

envelope surfaces include the vertical cylindrical slip surface

model, the inverted truncated cone model, and the curved slip

surface model.

Although the results for shallow anchors can be used for the

design of shallowly embedded piles with enlarged bases, they are

not directly applicable to deeply embedded piles with enlarged

bases. For deeply embedded piles with enlarged base, investiga-

tion results are very limited. Deeply embedded piles with enlarged

base such as belled drilled shafts, rammed bulb pile, or explosive-

enlarged base pile can gain a large uplift resistance capacity

through soil surcharge above the enlarged base. It is not an easy

task to quantify accurately and quickly the uplift resistance

capacity that a deep pile with an enlarged base may have.

The failure zone model proposed by Meyerhof and Adams (1968)

and used by Tomlinson (1981) is presented in Figure 1(a). Figure

1(b) shows a failure zone for a deep spread anchor in weak and

compressible soils. This model is proposed by Kulhawy (1985).

They assumed that the shear slip failure surface above the anchor

was not fully mobilised before the anchor punched through the

soil in a bearing capacity type of failure. Figure 1(c) shows

another failure zone for an uplift cylindrical anchor deeply

embedded in sand. This model was proposed by Hsu and Liao

(1998) and Ghaly (1999) based on numerical analyses using a

finite-difference method. Uplift resistance can be estimated using

three failure models for the anchors.

To predict accurately the uplift resistance of the deep pile with

enlarged base, it is necessary to establish a failure model in

various soils. The failure model of soil should be related to soil

properties (mainly cohesion c and internal friction angle j), shaft

diameter and the diameter of enlarged base, and so on.

The objective of this paper is to establish a more rigorous failure

zone model of soil for estimating uplifting resistance of a deep

pile with enlarged spherical base. To achieve this objective, the

following procedure has been adopted.

(a) The finite-element method is used to compute the stress and

displacement distributions for a cylindrical pile with an

enlarged spherical base that is deeply embedded in a

homogeneous soil layer.

(b) Based on the numerical results, a detailed examination is

carried out of the failure zone geometries through the soil

adjacent to the enlarged base.

(c) Based on the failure pattern obtained, use is made of the
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logarithmic spiral function to describe the failure zone

envelopes.

(d ) Analytical functions are further established to estimate the

envelope surface of the plastic zones and slip surfaces

surrounding the cylindrical piles with enlarged spherical base

deeply embedded in soils. These analytical equations of the

failure models of soil will be very important for estimating

the uplift resistance capacity of a deep pile with enlarged

base.

2. Models for finite-element analysis

2.1 Boundary value problem and constitutive models

for pile uplifting

Figure 2 shows the computation model used in the finite-element

analysis. In this model, a cylindrical pile of shaft diameter d is

deeply embedded in a homogeneous soil. The pile has an

enlarged base of spherical shape with diameter D. The pile head

is subjected to an uplift load U0: The pile length L is assumed to

be 10 m for the series of analyses. The other boundary conditions

are also given in Figure 2. All elements are axisymmetric on left

vertical boundaries. Various uplift forces apply at the pile top for

calculation and various uplift states corresponding with each

increment load, until a force arrives at an ultimate state.

Displacement restrictions are imposed on the boundary nodes.
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Figure 2. FEM model for an elasto-plastic analysis of a pile with

enlarged spherical base and deeply embedded in soils
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Figure 1. Slip surface models adopted for estimating uplift

resistance ground anchors with enlarged bases: (a) after

Tomlinson (1981); (b) after Kulhawy (1985), and ASCE; (c) after

Ghaly (1999)
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All nodes in the vertical boundaries are fixed horizontally but

freed vertically. Similarly, all nodes in the bottom boundaries are

freed horizontally but fixed vertically.

This model represents an axisymmetric boundary value problem.

Such axisymmetric models for examining single piles have been

adopted by many researchers, including Ellison et al. (1971),

Balaam et al. (1975), Hsu and Liao (1998), Mohamedzein et al.

(1999), Liyanapathiranal et al. (2000), Ilamparuthi and Dickin

(2000) and Lee et al. (2002).

In the finite-element method (FEM) numerical analysis, the

constitutive relationships for the pile, the surrounding soil and the

pile–soil interface are assumed as follows.

(a) The pile material is a linear elastic solid when there is not

large stress in the pile.

(b) The surrounding soil is an elasto-plastic material satisfying

the Drucker–Prager yield criterion.

(c) The pile–soil interface is modelled by point-surface contact

elements for possible large slip deformation between pile and

soil (such as Peric and Owen, 1992).

This model can accommodate large slippage, gap and close

contacts along the soil–pile interface. There are three material

parameters in the pile–soil interface model, namely the shear

sticking stiffness, the normal contact stiffness and the coefficient

of sliding friction; they satisfy the Mohr–Coulomb frictional law.

The pile–soil interface model has been explained by Kohnke

(1997) and Xu et al. (2002).

2.2 Calculation schemes

To examine the failure zone of a pile subject to uplifting, a finite-

element analysis is performed of the pile–soil problem in Figure

2. Five numerical schemes, termed scheme Nos 1–5, are

examined. The typical parameters of pile and soils used in the

analysis are listed in Table 1. Schemes No. 1 and No. 2 are the

basic schemes to study the whole uplift behaviour of the pile in

clay and sand, respectively. Scheme Nos 3, 4 and 5 have the same

pile and soil parameters as those of scheme No. 1 but the pile

base diameters are different. These three schemes are used to

examine the effect of different spherical base diameter on uplift

bearing capacity.

An axisymmetric finite-element analysis is carried out for the five

schemes. The uplift load at the pile head is added incrementally

and monotonically until the uplift load reaches an ultimate stage.

The finite-element software package Ansys version 5.4 (Kohnke,

1997) was used in the numerical computation. Results of the

numerical analysis are presented and discussed in the following

section.

3. Soil failure zones due to pile uplifting

3.1 Equivalent plastic strain

In this section, an analysis is given of the results for scheme Nos

1–5. Focus is placed on the relationship between the pile upward

displacement, diameter of enlarged base and the soil failure

behaviour.

For evaluating the plastic zones in the soil, the present authors

adopted the concept of accumulated equivalent plastic strain that

is defined as follows by Kohnke (1997)

�̂�pl ¼
XN

1

˜�̂�pl
j

where �̂�pl is the accumulated equivalent plastic strain over the

Scheme No. 1 2 3 4 5

Pile diameter, d: m 0.5 0.5 Same as those for scheme No. 1

Pile length, L: m 10 10

Enlarged base ball diameter, D: m 1.0 1.0 0.7 1.4 1.8

Soil parameters c: kPa 10 0 Same as those for scheme No. 1

�: deg 20 35

Elastic modulus, Es: kPa 3 3 104 5 3 104

Poisson ratio, �s 0.38 0.3

Unit weight, ªs: kN/m3 18 18

Pile parameters Elastic modulus, Ep: kPa 2.7 3 107 2.7 3 107

Poisson ratio, �p 0.18 0.18

Unit weight, ªp: kN/m3 25 25

Load type Uplift Uplift

Aim Behaviour in

cohesive soil

Behaviour in

non-cohesive soil

Influence of enlarged base diameter on uplift

behaviour

Table 1. Values of the soil and pile parameters used in scheme Nos 1–5
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total computational incremental step N, and ˜�̂�pl
j is the jth

equivalent plastic strain increment defined as follows

˜�̂�pl
j ¼

2

3
˜�pl

j

n oT

M ˜�pl
j

n o� �1=2

where the superscript T stands for the transpose of a matrix and

M ¼

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 2 0 0

0 0 0 0 2 0

0 0 0 0 0 2

2
6666664

3
7777775

and

˜�pl
j

n o
¼

˜�pl
j11

˜�pl
j22

˜�pl
j33

˜�pl
j12

˜�pl
j23

˜�pl
j31

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>;

3.2 The two-limit failure stage

The numerical results indicate that a large pile upward displace-

ment is required to fully mobilise the ultimate uplift resistance –

that is, the ultimate uplift capacity stage, see Figure 3. From the

pile structural serviceability point of view, a much smaller

upward displacement could have caused the pile and super-

structure system to fail to function. Unacceptable distortion and

cracking in the pile and associated structures could have occurred

at a smaller upward displacement. Therefore, the present authors

have adopted the concept of serviceability failure limit that

corresponds to a limit uplift load and a limit upward displace-

ment at the pile head. For the deep piles with enlarged bases, the

limit upward displacement is usually much less than the upward

displacement at the ultimate failure stage.

Tomlinson (1981) and GEO (1996) have proposed a criterion for

the serviceability failure limit that the limit uplift load is the load

causing a limit upward displacement equal to 10% of the least

pile diameter in soil. Using this criterion, the limit upward

displacement can be determined equal to 50 mm (10% of pile

diameter d ¼ 0.5 m). In the following, this criterion will be

adopted in the analysis.

3.3 Plastic zones in low-cohesive soils

Figure 4 shows the accumulated equivalent plastic strain contours

in the low-cohesive soils (c < 10 kPa) for scheme No. 1 due to

the pile uplifting at the serviceability failure limit. Figure 5 shows

the accumulated equivalent plastic strain contours at the ultimate

failure stage. The soil plastic yielding starts at the region near the

enlarged base and propagates gradually upwards with the increase

in the pile upward displacement until the ultimate failure stage

(ultimate failure displacement is 396.4 mm). For the plastic zone

envelopes, the major axis is along the vertical direction and the

minor axis is along the horizontal radial direction. This result is

similar to the failure envelope in Figure 1(c).

In particular, the value of contours A in Figures 4 and 5 (equal to

10�6), can be used as the plastic zone envelopes for the two

limiting stages, respectively. The major and minor axis lengths

are approximately equal to 4.4 and 3.9 m at the serviceability

failure limit, and 9.5 and 8.8 m at the ultimate failure stage,

respectively. The plastic zone envelopes can be expressed empiri-

cally using the following logarithmic spiral function for best-fit

contours A, as shown in Figure 5

r ¼ rp0 eŁ tan�
1:

where r and Ł are the two polar coordinate variables, r is the

radius, Ł is the hoop angle, rp0 is the initial radius (Ł ¼ 0,

direction is vertically downwards), and � is the internal frictional

angle of the soil. The spiral centre is point O, located at the

origin of the polar coordinate system, which is also the centre of

0
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Figure 3. The load–displacement curves for scheme Nos 1–4 at

the ultimate uplift capacity stage
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the enlarged spherical base at z ¼ L: In this paper, the pure

cohesive soil (i.e. � ¼ 0) is not considered.

Other parameters shown on Figure 6: rpi is the distance from the

top of the plastic zone (at Ł ¼ �) to the spiral centre O, rpr is the

distance from on the rightmost point (at Ł ¼ 908 + �) to the spiral

centre.

Equation 1 is used to plot the best plastic zone envelopes fitting

plastic contours A with a dashed line shown on Figure 4 and

Figure 5. On the best plastic zone envelope for scheme No. 1

(c ¼ 10 kPa, � ¼ 208) at the serviceability failure limit in Figure

4, it is found that rp0 � 1.05 m (at Ł ¼ 08), rpi � 3.3 m (at

Ł ¼ 1808) and rpr � 2.11 m (at Ł ¼ 1108). On the best plastic

zone envelope for scheme No. 1 at the ultimate failure stage in

Figure 5, it is found that rp0 � 2.43 m (at Ł ¼ 08), rpi � 7.62 m

(at Ł ¼ 1808), rpr � 4.89 m (at Ł ¼ 1108).

3.4 Plastic zones in non-cohesive soils

Similarly to the above section, Figures 7 and 8 are used to show

the accumulated equivalent plastic strain contours in the non-

cohesive soils for scheme No. 2 due to the pile uplifting at the

serviceability failure limit and at the ultimate failure stage,

respectively.
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It is evident that the plastic strain contours for scheme No. 2

(c ¼ 0, � ¼ 358) at the serviceability failure limit in Figure 7 are

very similar to those in Figure 4, except that there is a small

additional plastic zone in the soil adjacent to the pile head. The

plastic zone surrounding the pile base is about 5.6 m long along

the vertical major axis and about 4.2 m long along the radial

minor axis. Using Equation 1, it can be found that the logarithmic

spiral has an initial radius rp0 � 0.54 m for a best fitting of the

plastic strain contour A, rpi ¼ 4.87 m (at Ł ¼ 1808) and

rpr � 2.49 m (at Ł ¼ 1258) in Figure 7.

As the pile displacement further increases upwards, the lower

plastic zone continues to expand and then becomes connected

with the zone at the head, eventually forming a large plastic zone

at the ultimate failure stage (ultimate failure displacement is

301.8 mm). As shown in Figure 8, the plastic strain contour A

has a deep bowl shape, with depth of 12.4 m and a maximum

radius of more than 10 m on the ground. Considering the limit of

right boundary of the finite-element model, the actual radius of

the plastic zone would be slightly larger than that shown in

Figure 7.

3.5 Effect of enlarged base size

It has been well recognised that there is a so-called size-effect on

foundation bearing capacity. In this study, the effect of the

enlarged base size has been examined on the uplift resistance and

the plastic zones using the additional three schemes Nos 3, 4 and

5. In Figures 9, 10 and 11, the accumulated equivalent plastic

strain contours in the soil are presented at the serviceability

failure limit for the three schemes.
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From Figures 9, 10 and 11, it can be observed that the plastic

strain contours have similar contour patterns to those in Figure 4,

but the plastic zone increases as the base diameter D enlarges.

Using Equation 1, the logarithmic spiral function can be deter-

mined for each of the plastic strain contours A in Figures 9, 10

and 11. The functions are plotted as the dashed lines in the

corresponding figures. The initial radii of the logarithmic spirals

are estimated to be 0.84, 1.22 and 1.55 m for scheme Nos 3, 4 and

5 with the base diameters D ¼ 0.7, 1.4 and 1.8 m, respectively.

Based on the above results, the following empirical equation is

proposed for determining the initial radius of the logarithmic

spiral function for the plastic zone at the serviceability failure

limit of enlarged base pile uplifting.

rp0 ¼ 1
2
�1(D� d) exp [�2(d=D)�3 ]

¼ 1
2
�1(n� 1)d exp (�2 n��3 )2:

where n ¼ D=d and �1, �2 and �3 are the unknown parameters.

Using the above results from the four schemes Nos 1, 3, 4 and

5 in Table 2, the relations are plotted between rp0/[(D � d )/2] and

D/d in Figure 12. Using a non-linear curve-fitting method, the

best-fit three constant parameters can be determined as

�1 ¼ 1.50, �2 ¼ 2.786 and �3 ¼ 1.40. Therefore, the initial radius

can be specifically expressed as follows

rp0 ¼ 3
4

(D� d) exp [2:786(d=D)1:4]

¼ 3
4

(n� 1)d exp (2:786=n1:4)k

for schemes Nos 1, 3, 4, 5ð Þ3:

that is, for schemes Nos 1, 3, 4, 5 (� ¼ 208), �1 ¼ 1.50,

�2 ¼ 2.786 and �3 ¼ 1.40.
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Similarly, using different base diameters for pile uplifting in the

non-cohesive (c ¼ 0) soil in scheme No. 2, the following equation

is found to be adequate for the estimation of the initial radius.

rp0 ¼ 3
4

(D� d) exp (d=D)1:4

¼ 3
4

(n� 1)d exp (1=n1:4)

for scheme No: 2ð Þ4:

that is, for scheme No. 2 (� ¼ 358), �1 ¼ 1.50, �2 ¼ 1.0 and

�3 ¼ 1.40.

Taking into account the effect of the soil internal friction angle �
on the plastic failure zone, a unified equation can be established

for estimating the initial radius from Equations 3 and 4. It is

found that the following common unified Equation 5 can be used

to accurately represent Equations 3 and 4.

rp0 ¼ 3
4

(D� d) exp [6 tan �
4
� �

� �
(d=D)1:4]

¼ 3
4

(n� 1)d exp [6 tan �
4
� �

� �
=n1:4]

common unified formð Þ5:
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that is, for common unified form, �1 ¼ 1.50, �2 ¼ 6 tan(�/4 � �)

and �3 ¼ 1.40.

A numerical comparison of the above analysis and formulation is

summarised in Table 2. The initial radii of the logarithmic spiral

functions using Equation 5 are within 6.5% of those from the

FEM analysis. Researching found that internal friction angle �
has larger effect, but the low-cohesive force c (generally less than

or equal to 10 kPa) has smaller effect on the plastic failure zone.

Many literature studies (e.g. Prandtl, 1920; Meyerhof, 1951;

Terzaghi, 1943) have shown that slip surface was taken as the

logarithmic spiral surface (function about � and not about c) to

compute bearing capacity of shallow footings. Therefore, this

paper takes into account only the effect of internal friction angle

for equations with simplified mathematics.

3.6 Soil slip surface for base resistance

Using the above results on the plastic strain zones and the

assumption that the boundary to this is a slip surface, the slip

surface is often used to evaluate the enlarged base uplift

resistance associated with a deep pile. In general, a plastic strain

zone envelope is not exactly the same as that of a slip surface in

the soil induced by a foundation. The plastic zone usually

occupies a slightly larger soil region than the slip zone (Potts and

Zdravkovic, 2001). Furthermore, the compressive deformation in

soft soil (such as soil with small �, generally, � , 258; or soil

with small elastic modulus) is usually large, while it is small in

hard soil (such as soil with large �, generally � . 308; or soil

with large elastic modulus). The slip surface should be much less

than the plastic strain zone envelope in soft soil, but close to the

plastic strain zone envelope in hard soil under uplift load.

Based on the above arguments, it can be concluded that the slip

surfaces may lie between the contours C and D in Figures 4, 9,

10 and 11 for small � soil and between the contours A and B in

Figure 7 for large � soil by means of a back-analysis comparing

the base uplift resistances from the above FEM analysis with

those estimated using the theoretical equation. Furthermore, it is

assumed that the slip surface is similar to the plastic strain zone

envelope and can be expressed as the following logarithmic spiral

function in the polar coordinate system on any vertical plane

r ¼ r0eŁ tan�6:

where r0 is the initial radius of logarithmic spiral slip surface.

Scheme No. 3 1 2 4 5

Soil type Cohesive Cohesive Cohesionless Cohesive Cohesive

Internal friction angle, � 20 20 35 20 20

n (¼ D/d ) 1.4 2.0 2.0 2.8 3.6

The initial radius from FEM analysis,

rp0: m (A)

0.86 1.05 0.54 1.23 1.55

rp0/[(D � d )/2] 8.60 4.20 2.16 2.73 2.38

Best fit using Equation 2 �1 ¼ 1.50, �3 ¼ 1.40 and �2 ¼ 6 tan(�/4 � �)

The initial radius from the logarithmic

spiral function Equation 8, rp0: m (B)

0.86 1.08 0.56 1.31 1.55

Relative difference between A and B

[¼ (B � A)/A]

+0.00% +2.86% +1.85% +6.50% +0.00%

Table 2. Comparison of the initial radius values estimated from

the FEM analysis and the logarithmic spiral function for the

plastic strain zone envelopes in the soils induced by the pile

uplifting at the serviceability failure limit
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)/2
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D d/
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Figure 12. Estimating the relation between rp0/[(D � d )/2] and D/d

in the cohesive soil for schemes Nos 1, 3, 4 and 5
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Using an analysis similar to the formulation of Equation 5, the

following empirical equation is established for the estimation of

the initial radius in Equation 6

r0 ¼
3

4
(D� d) exp b tan

�

4
� �

2

� �
(d=D)a

� �

¼ 3

4
(n� 1)d exp b tan

�

4
� �

2

� �
=na

� �

¼ r0d7:

where r0 is a dimensionless parameter and is defined as follows

r0 ¼
3

4
(n� 1) exp b tan

�

4
� �

2

� �
=na

� �
8:

where a and b are the constant parameters.

In Equations 7 and 8, the parameters a and b are two constants,

which can be determined by comparing the base uplift resistances

from the above FEM analysis with those estimated using the

theoretical equation given after Xu et al. (2009) as follows

Qbu ¼
1

4
�(D2 � d2)

3 cNc þ �Dª9szp Nq þ
1

2
(D� d)ª 0s Nª

� �
9:

where Qbu is the base uplift resistance capacity at the service-

ability failure limit; �D is the factor influencing the coefficient of

lateral pressure acting on the pile shaft by the enlarged base at

the serviceability failure limit, generally in the range 0.8–1.0; ª9s

is the soil effective unit weight above the plastic zone; ª 0s is the

soil unit weight within the plastic zone; � is the frictional angle

between pile and soil; zp is the depth to the vertex of the plastic

zone envelope, L� rp0e� tan�; L is the buried pile length between

the ground surface and the centre of the spherical base; Nc, Nq

and Nª are the base uplift resistance capacity factors that are

defined as follows

Nc ¼
24r3

0 e3� tan� þ 1ð Þ

n3 � 1þ tan � n2 � 1ð Þ1:5
h i

9 tan2 �þ 1ð Þ10:

Nq ¼

K0 12r2
0e2� tan� þ 2n3 � 3n2 þ 1

�
� 12r0e� tan� þ 4(n2 � 1)1:5
	 


tan �
�

2 n3 � 1þ tan � n2 � 1ð Þ1:5
h i

11:

Nª ¼

3r4
0(e4� tan� � 1)

2(4 tan2 �þ 1) tan�
� 2r0e� tan� þ n� 3

8
�n4

(n� 1) n3 � 1þ tan � n2 � 1ð Þ1:5
h i

12:

where K0 is the coefficient of earth pressure at rest.

At first, r0 is determined using the back-analysis method, see

Table 3. Then the relations are plotted between r0/(n � 1) and n

on the low-cohesive soil in Figure 13. Using the non-linear

curve-fitting method, the two constant parameters can be deter-

mined as a ¼ 2.5 and b ¼ 3.75. Therefore, the dimensionless

initial radius for low-cohesive soil can be specifically expressed

as follows

r0 ¼
3

4
(n� 1) exp 3:75 tan

�

4
� �

2

� �
=n2:5

� �
13:

Using Equation 13 to compute the dimensionless initial radius of

scheme No. 2 in non-cohesive soil (see Table 3), r0 is equal to

1.0257, close to 1.0591 obtained by back-analysis. Therefore,

Equation 13 is also suitable for c ¼ 0 soil.

Table 3 gives also a comparison between the results estimated

using the FEM analysis and Equations 7, 8 and 13 for the initial

radius of the slip surface at the serviceability failure limit. The

two results are in close agreement.

Using Equations 6, 7, 8 and 13, a parametric study is carried out

on the effect of the two parameters n and on the slip surface

associated with the pile uplifting at the serviceability failure

limit. The results are presented in Figure 14. The solid curves in

the right-hand part of Figure 14 show the effect of the n value on

the slip surface, where b ¼ 3.75, � ¼ 208, d ¼ 0.5 m and a ¼ 2.5.

It is evident that the larger the n value is, the larger the slip

surface will be. The dashed curves on the right of Figure 14 show

the effect of the � value on the slip surface, where b ¼ 3.75,

n ¼ 2, d ¼ 0.5 m, a ¼ 2.5. The slip surface enlarges as �
increases. Furthermore, the parameter b can be used to indicate

the effect of the pile head uplift displacement on the slip surface.

The slip surface curves are plotted for a wide range of b values

as shown in Figure 14, where � ¼ 208, n ¼ 2, d ¼ 0.5 m, a ¼ 2.5.

It is shown that the slip surface enlarges as b increases, which is

consistent with the continuous increase in the base resistance as

the pile head upward displacement increases. It is evident that

axisymmetrical rotation of the two-dimensional slip surfaces in
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Figure 14 forms a series of axisymmetrical peach-shaped, closed

and curved surfaces within the ground soils.

4. Summary and conclusion
In this paper a FEM analysis has been presented of deep piles

with enlarged spherical base subject to uplift load. The piles are

embedded in �, c or �, c ¼ 0 soils. Based on the findings of

the FEM analysis, a plastic zone envelope model and a slip

surface model for the pile uplifting have been established. The

soil plastic yielding starts at the region near the enlarged base

and propagates gradually upwards with the increase in the pile

upward displacement until the ultimate failure stage. At the

ultimate failure stage, the uplift displacement is very large; for

example, ultimate failure displacement is 396.4 mm for scheme

No. 1 and 301.8 mm for scheme No. 2. Therefore it is suggested

that the serviceability failure limit stage be reached as the limit

upward displacement equals 10% of the least pile diameter.

Using the plastic strain contours in the soil adjacent to the

enlarged spherical base at the serviceability failure limit, the

logarithmic spiral functions are established governing the plastic

r
n

0
/(

1)
�

4·03·53·02·52·01·51·0
0·5

1·0

1·5

2·0

2·5

Data points based
on back-analysis

Fit curve

n

Figure 13. Estimating the relation between r0/(n � 1) and n in the

cohesive soil for schemes Nos 1, 3, 4 and 5

Scheme No. 3 1 2 4 5

Soil type Low-cohesive Low-cohesive Non-cohesive Low-cohesive Low-cohesive

n (¼ D/d ) 1.4 2.0 2.0 2.8 3.6

�: deg 20 20 35 20 20

c: kPa 10 10 0 10 10

0.81 0.81 0.67 0.81 0.81

Pile diameter, d: m 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Pile length, L: m 10 10 10 10 10

Enlarged base ball diameter, D: m 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.8

n (¼ D/d ) 1.4 2.0 2.0 2.8 3.6

Soil unit weight, ªs: kN/m3 18 18 18 18 18

Pile unit weight, ªp: kN/m3 25 25 25 25 25

Base uplift resistance capacity of finite-

element result (Xu et al., 2009): kN

612.30 857.60 1975.50 1647.20 2604.80

r0 Back-analysis result using

Equation 12 (A)

0.9317 1.1945 1.0257 1.6733 2.1133

Equation 16 result

(a ¼ 2.5, b ¼ 3.75, using non-

linear fit with Equation 11 in

Figure 12) (B)

0.9308 1.1930 1.0591 1.6491 2.1698

(B � A)/A 3 100% �0.10% �0.13% 3.26% �1.45% 2.67%

r0: m Estimation range from FEM

results

0.32–0.66 0.61–0.82 0.52–0.56 0.76–1.02 0.96–1.27

Equation 10 result 0.4654 0.5965 0.5296 0.8246 1.0849

Table 3. Comparison of the initial radius values of back-analysis,

estimated from the FEM analysis and the logarithmic spiral

function for the slip surfaces in the soils induced by the pile

uplifting at the serviceability failure limit
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zone envelopes and the slip surfaces. Using the equations, the

plastic zone envelopes and slip surfaces can be accurately and

efficiently estimated using the ratio of the enlarged spherical base

diameter over the pile shaft diameter, the soil internal friction

angle and the pile shaft diameter. The plastic zone corresponds to

the lower constant portion of the unit skin frictional resistance

model. The plastic zone envelopes and slip surfaces are axisym-

metrical, peach-shaped, closed and curved surfaces, completely

beneath the ground surface.
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